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MOVING

LYTLE

The decision has

Perhaps the greatest literary name connected with Sewanee these days is that
of Andrew Ly tie. Read about his mind
and methods. It's Inbetween.

finally

been made:

the seminary will be moving to the
old Academy campus next year. Dean
Booty seems to be happy. See Page

DWYER
Basketball observers seem to feel that
there 's one word that sums up Tiger
success this year: Dwyer. Get a line on
the head coach 's philosophy: Page 18.
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Seminary moved to Academy
foundations have expressed interest

England.

BYPAULBONOVICH
VICE CHANCELLOR AYRES

announced to the
Board of Regents that the School of Theology would be
moved from St. Luke's Hall to the former Sewanee
Academy Campus.
Renovation on Hamilton Hall is expected to begin
soon in order that classes for the School of Theology can
begin by September of the next academic year.
In a four-page, official

statement, Ayres

made

clear

Under the deanship of the Rt. Reverend, Edmund
St. Luke's Hall was completely renovated

Danderidge,
in

1955.

Booty suggested that there are two ways at looking at
the move of the School of Theology from its original
building.

"You can look at it as separating the School of Theology from the campus, or as giving the School of Theology more of
"I

that "the current programs (of the School of Theology),

a

sense of identity," Booty said.
will

it

Academy."

make more

completely renovated Hamilton Hall."
A new teaching chapel, Ayres pointed out

recognition of the uniqueness of each element of the
in

his

statement, will be provided adjacent to Hamilton Hall.
The price mark on the move of the School of Theology to Hamilton Hall has been set at $850,000, said
Tom Watson, Special Assistant to the Vice-Chancellor
This does not include the $500,00 to build a new
Watson explained that St. Luke's
chapel.

the

statement, Vice-Chancellor Ayres outlined how
funds would be used for this project. First, $1 .2 million
has been set aside in Century II for these specific projects.

Secondly, through savings

Century

II

for Century

Instead of
is outdated for a teaching chapel.
renovating it and adding an extension to it, a new one
was going to be built.
"The question was where we would put the new
teaching chapel," Watson said.

when used

in

gifts,

the regular operating
projects included in

have been met outside the funding provided

JOHN BOOTY, Dean

of the School of Theology said

"It

hope

is

in

made

and

financial

signifies a

new

saying that the University puts

a

commitment
era.

$100

funding some fac-

million goal for Century

II

by 1990, said that he feels the University can meet the
at the same time "enhancing the
quality of the facilities which house these programs."
Tom Watson said that the move of the School of The-

campaign goal while

ology to Hamiliton Hall is the first phase in "the process
of making the University System more effective and efJust recently, Watson has finished compiling
ough space needs survey.

"On
meet

we

this basis,

a thor-

are developing a long range plan to

the space needs identified," Watson said.

all

THE UNIVERSITY WILL
"Special attention

some funds from Century

II,

for other identifiable needs, will not detract

from achieving the goal

Gentury

in

realize

this

being given to the needs for wo-

additional dormitory space to house the
body of both the College and the Semand adequate space for the fine and performing

men's

facilities,

Watson

Ayres asserted

in his

statement.

said that St. Luke's Hall will provide

twenty

to twenty-four faculty offices, six to seven additional

classroms and seminar rooms, and nineteen rooms for

II.

number of

Thirdly, Ayres said that a

is

present students

arts," Vice-Chancellor

AYRES SAID THAT

attempt to

plan within the next four years.

inary,

II.

chapel

that the University has

has set a

In his

teaching

that he feels that the decision

who

University.

budget and some restricted

and Provost.

move represented

felt the

Watson added that he

Ayres,

ficient."

think, though, that as the college grows,

with the exception of the Bairnwick program, which will
for the present remain where it is, will be housed in a

use of the grounds out to the

in

projects.

ilities

individuals

and

student housing.

explosion

Trivia buffs call

great deal of

the future of the School of Theology," Booty

said.

Watson notes that two years ago, when Booty came
to Sewanee to act as Dean, the enrollment at the School
of Theology was 60-a 30% decline from eight years ago
when the enrollment had reached an all time high of 85.
Now, Booty hopes that enrollment can increase to over
100 persons.
"The question, then, becomes how can you house
and hold classes when there is not space enough already," Watson added.
Dean Booty noted that this year there is one student
in the School of Theology who has to live off the mountain because there is not space to house him.

in interest

'movement'
THERE ARE FIVE

BY JOHN ROSS PETERS
"IT'S MORE OF A MOVEMENT than a fad. As
long as people have memories it will last," said a somewhat perturbed Ed Fox in response to the question:

What do you think of

this trivia

fad?

up whenever someone
makes fun of it," said a pensive Matthew Costello
shaking his head and dousing his cigarette in my coke

"My

blood

goes

pressure

>ve to

inary

statement, there are

Hamilton

Hall.

First,

two

the Sem-

Fox,

sporting

three

a

experit

ing increasing enrollment because of

touchables" from

growing

interes'

mong

They were kind enough

the bishops of the

owning

dio-

idents to the Seminary.

WUTS

hobby they

ment.

flunk out of college but

is

report, the Vice-Chancellor asserted that

space needs could be met by using existing

Luke's Hall.

ooty observed that for the increased functions
sponsibilities that the School of Theology is now
performing, St. Luke's Hall is an "anachronism."
"It was built in the nineteenth century for nineteenth century needs," Booty
ST. LUKE'S HALL was the second stone edifice in
Sewanee. Its cornerstone was set in 1875 and its dedication was in 1878. It was the gift of Charlotte Morris
Manigault of Charleston, South Carolina and Brighton,

Sunday night 7-9
from

to take time-out

cherish so

burg" (Ed Fox); Jonah Jameson, the editor of the
newspaper in SpidermanUeff Kibler), and Joel Cairo,
the character played by Peter Torre in

The road to

"Hey,

listen,

pointing a finger at

on the floor of
to

of interest the

me

Gailor.

know

two were

enlight-

trivia," said Costello

and nervously tapping his foot

"You don't have

who Lenny Skutnik was and

recall

to be a genius
a

Maltise

air

show

has been lengthened to
a kind of endurance test for
Racing from the telephone to
the microphone for 120 minutes is somewhat treacherous; however, whatever the obstacle (a wall, a stack

This

semester

the

it

"untouchables."

of records, or a groupee), the untouchables don't think
twice

about

sacrificing their bodies for

"The Cause"

of trivia.

few things

about what he did," he continued.
The presence of trivia on the Sewanee campus is
becoming increasingly obvious. From "The Untouchables Trivia Show" to the 1st trivia bowl to the board

game

getting the

two hours— making

I'm a goof ball, I'm stupid— people
still

show on the

of the station.

deeply— trivia.

ON THE SUBJECT

"The

Falcon" (Louis Rice).

the
ening.

the

their

rigorous training schedule to talk to the Purple on the

"The space
St. Luke's Hall cannot be effectively
expanded nor adequately renovated in a cost-effective
manner to provide the kind and quality of space that
the Seminary program require.," Ayres says in his stateSecondly, the College has significant needs for ad^aculty offices, classrooms, and other academic

radio's

Chill,

spot.

day shadow and Costello,
two of the "un-

sporting that ridiculous Mets cap are

is

Joey

was long
and hard.
"We made attempts to get the show on
for a year and a half with no luck," recalls Costello
painfully.
Costello points a good part of the finger
of credit to Allan Strand, the new program manager

glass.

ACCORDING TO AYRES'
reasons for the

"untouchables":

man who killed batman's parents (Matt Costello),
Josh Randall {Paul Flusche), Jamaal Truth, a character
in that box office smash/'The Fish That Saved Pitts-

evident that the popularity

IN THE SHOW, which by the way was broadcast
on channel 2 T.V. Feb. 5, questions are thrown out
to the listeners.
Those calling in correct answers are

allowed to ask a question to the five collectors of

The

The Untouchables Trivia Hour was first heard by
WUTS listeners Sunday Sept. 4. "WE were pretty
worried when the phones didn't ring for the first twenty
minutes," said Fox in retrospect," but they have been

end of the show refrom Tiger Bay Pub.
Bowl" was held Friday Feb. 10
in the large B.C. lounge.
The event was hosted by
Dean Doug "Allen Ludin" Pascal and consisted of
The entry fee of $5 went for
five four-person teams.

on

the prizes, a keg for the winners (Scott Hull, Jim Bland,

Trivial

of trivia

is

Pursuit

it

is

growing.

ringing ever since," he concluded placing his elbows

the table and clinching his

trivia.

best question at the

ceives a pitcher

fists

with pride.

The

first

'Trivia

see page eight
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What's happening this Midwinter Party Weekend
MIDWINTER PARTY WEEKEND
many

proaching, and

quickly

is

ap-

students are already building up

The main event on Friday night will be the KA-SAE party, featuring "Jimmy Church" at the KA house. Closed

For the inevitable midnight and post-midnight munchies, the City
Cafe will be open twenty-four hours on Friday the 24th
and Saturday the 25th, while Four Seasons will extend
its delivery hours until 3:00 a.m. on those nights.

parties that night will include the perilous Medieval Ban-

THE WEEKEND, of course, will begin unofficially on
Thursday, February 23. Two closed parties will be held

there will the customary

their tolerance to survive the adventure.

quet at the Phi house, and the Ninth Annual Ceremony
of the Plastic

Spoon

at the

Ribbon Society cocktail party and
champagne party. On Friday afterwill open with the traditional KA
grain party.
It
is advisable to wear apparel the same
color as the punch (it will end up that way anyhow).
the Theta

Kappa

Phi

noon, Party Weekend

Red Eye Party at the SAE
house at 8:00 a.m. Saturday morning (by invitation).
The Fiji's will also be having a closed Bloody Mary/
Screwdrivers party. At 1 :00 in the afternoon there will
be a rugby game, with kegs on the sidelines for the more
serious rugby fans.
A rugby and tennis party will be
held at the

ATO

house following the game.

All after-

parties not to

party at the

Phi's

incredible recuperative powers,

be offering Stroh's at their

ON SATURDAY NIGHT
ment of

Deke house.

4\\\

house.

will

FOR THOSE WITH

that night, the White

noon, the Sigma Nu's

and KA's

SAE
will

there will be a wide assortremember. The ATO's and SAE's
house with the "Retreads", the

feature the "Cruisomatics"

"Balls Brothers" will be at the
will

hold

a

,

the

house and the Deke's

Fiji

"Latbia Party."

There will be a rugby game with a keg at 1:00 Sunday afternoon (for anyone who is still functioning) and
a tentative party afterwards.

The Purple wishes everyone
Weekend.

a

fun but safe Party

Sewaneeweek
BY MARIAN WHITE

a

YOU HAVE REACHED

IF

you

could

believe
lures of

the point that

you

feel

February

take

SOC may

Sewanee, the

if
it
were anywhere but
have an option for you. If you

possible for you to outface the cosmopolitan
Hodges, Alabama, there are cabins in the vicinity

it

that can provide "a

good base

and sleeping."

a

For

for hikes, or

cozy reading

share of the gas, this dream .vaca-

tion can be yours, courtesy of the

Outing Club: Febru-

ary 25-26, Saturday-Sunday.

D MARDIS GRAS PLANS
2nd begins the

should be made soon-March

big pre-Lenten festivities.

how many

only upon

So

reflect

not

party beads of a particular hue

you can accumulate, or how many people can conceivably lay horizontally for a few hours sleep on a Tulane
dorm room floor, but also on what sacrifice the new
church season

many campus

will signal for you.
Since th^re are so
organizations in the embryonic stages at

may want

present-Bacchus, for example-you

to

make

a

Lenten addition instead of subtraction and get involved
new and interesting group.

with a

FEBRUARY

28

BRINGS

visiting

author and profes-

sor Alan Cheuse to the Student-Faculty Dialogue po-

dium, speaking on the topic, "The Importance of Going
Public:
Writing Life". There is evidently more to it
than royalty fees, movie rights, and autograph parties at
Waldens. Both sides of the parking lot should enjoy this
lecture on the significance of a writer's decision to
gamble on public shame, critical fame, and the like.

FRIDAY-KA

Grain party (afternoonl

Phi

Medeivel
Banquet
(closed)
Spoon-9th annual ceremony at the

Delt's

Plastic

DEKE House (closed)
KA-SAE "Jimmy Church"

at the

KA

house

SATURDAY-FIJI Bloody Mary /Screwdriver
Sat.

morning

SAE Redeye

(closed)

party 8:00 a.m.

Invitation only

SN

Stroh's party

Rugby game
line,

ATO

afternoon

Keg on the

l:00

side-

party to follow

Rugby and

tennis party (afternoon)

3 Michelob kegs

SATURDAY NIGHT -Fiji

house- "The Balls Brothers

ATO.SAE

party

at

SAE

house

"The Retreads"

DEKE party
A "LATBIA PARTY"
Phi/KA party

at Phi house

"Cruis

SUNDAY —

Rugby game

1:00

to follow

keg on sideline .party

Will

we

see

more snow and

ice

on the Mountain

Probably yes, if past springs are
any indication. The above shot from an early
February snow may be matched by March prethis

semester?

cipitation, according to national

Weather Ser-

vice predictions.

photo by Lyn Hutchinson
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Editorials
letters
UtTUJ

Williams notes errors
ft

To

<2/;eAT

To

the editor:

Im
occurs to

It

me

selection of article

that more care should be taken
headings, so that they are not m

UW

TV?

0IUT E/L
/

'£

^EiL-tAIou-V

it

THUlk FfH)«LLY

Q£t Somz. V0um4 Blood,
TUt /'OLirauflo e:U ?
A (Ucvi E
Ft w P/tE
,

/j

'

;

I

.

-

(

.

misinformation. Intr
leading and/or do not contain
take place
ductory German classes, for instance,
"Snowden
Woods Lab as the article states • not in
puts i
article)
(petition
The phrasing "Against AFM"
placing AFM
in a more tenuous position, by
as students,

intent to place
on the defensive. It was never our
one on the defensive.
also would
communication
I

like to clear

up what seemed to be a misThe number of

in the petition article.

almost twosignatures is 605. not 650. This represents
plan, not over twothirds of the 968 people on the meal
thirds.

Leigh

Ann

Williams

Baker refutes
To

Fritz

the editor:

editorial
don't want to refute Fritz Bauerschmidt's
sorry
on the four course load other than to say that I'm
I

courses that
he has so low an opinion of so many of his
want
he could do without a fifth of them. do, however,
He says that the Order of
to offer one correction.
I

Gownsmen have "already decided that this is a bad
curidea." This is not the case: neither the OG nor its
riculum committee, which has been carefully studying
the report, has

made any statement on

it.

This deliber-

Does '1984' exist today?
Brumgard explores question

ate consideration has been carried out to preclude the
kind of criticism that Bauerschmidt levels at the "hopeless

reactionaries" of the student body.

Thank you.

John Sims Baker

IF YOU READ the front page of the last Purple careyou will realize that there was nothing in the
had originally
paper about George Orwell or "1984".
planned a column on that very theme, but had to post-

Business leaders gather

fully then

symposium

for

in

I

March

I

pone

BUSINESS LEADERS
-3 at

tional

gather with scholars March

1

ssue

j

it
.

|

because of the urgency of the 75 minute class
guess

almost cost the Purple a joke.

Sewanee to discuss "Industrial Policy and InternaIt is amusing to look back at literature written when
1984 was "the future" and see how wrong some of the deTrade" at the Sewanee Economics Symposium.

An

annual event, the symposium is directed each year
by an international scholar and features a different phase
This year's director is Z.
of international economics.
Aubrey Silbertson, professor and head of his department
at

I

the

London's

of

University

Science and Technology.

He

is

Imperial

College

just

a

painted so as to exclude the presence of certain persons

thought

whom they have removed from their accounts of history.
The Soviet Union has, in the past, changed historical facts

of

also secretary general of

certain textbooks that are used in Soviet schools. Perhaps the most disturbing distortion of history, however,
in

Economics Society. This semester he is the
Kennedy Distinguished Professor of Economics at the

the Royal

discuss

scholars and working economists will

industrial

policy

in

their

nations.

scriptions are of our pi

Orwell

Observatory hours told

in our own country, where honesty and truth are
supposed to be at a premium. Far too often we find our
accounts of history ignoring the more distateful policies
of our past governments, or justifying them with abstract
ideals. What is manifest destiny anyway except an ideal-

occurs

University of the South.
International

was necessary for personal liberty. In these states he
saw the subjugation of individual freedoms to the state
and in "1984" he extends the process to a horrifying c
elusion, where thought itself is brought under the con
of Big Brother. Thought control is achieved through conIt is said
trol of the press and of all historical records.
that he who controls the past, controls the future and he
who controls the present, controls the p^st. The remaking
of history is certainly not uncommon in the world today.
Communist China has gone so far as to have paintings refelt

had been so

I

though, that Big Broth

nt times.

iorously

vatches

I

only wish that Mr.

wrong.
The fact is,
more people every day

and the threat of comi
jnder his gaze is very real. This
danger does
t
necessarily come from foreign states,
THE OBSERVATORY of the University of the however, and
will never be alleviated by building arseSouth will open to the public, weather permitting,
na s f wea po
In any war, the enemy can only ever
from 8-10 p.m. (CST) on the following Sundays,Feb.26,
hope to enslav our bodies, and to win, Big Brother needs
March II, April 8 and April 22.
t0 enslave ou minds. This can only be achieved from
A student assistant will point out the prominent within
ty where there is a feeling of legitimacy for
stars and constellations and will direct the telescope at
the governing structure. Conquered peoples"rarely h^.-

istic

rationalization for stealing

most of

this country's

land from the Indians and the Mexicans.

r

.

|

objects of interest.

The observatory

is

located atop Carnegie Hall

center of the Quadrangle. Children are welcome.
visits at other times can be arranged.

in

the

such fee lings for their conquerers.
Orwell embodied Big Brother

Group because he saw,
f his

in the Facist

THE REAL DANGER
is

not that

age man.

it

We

in this

reconstruction of history

happens, but that it is accepted by the averhave a tendency to swallow anything that is

fed to us under a patriotic label. Orwell defined this practice as "doublethink"; knowing two conflicting facts and
yet believing both, really believing and not just saying

i

same time. The process is so complicated that
Orwell states that one must use doublethink to underso, at the

in the totalitarian state

and Communist governments

time, the denial of the basic

human

dignity that he

stand doublethink.

The

use of doublethink requires that,
see page nine
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SEVERAL THINGS

Mike Hoffman

man?

COMPOSITION

me

to ask

What

ever

Sewanee has

that have happened this semeswhat is, for me, a very disturbing
happened to the Sewanee genle-

a long reputation for turning

gentlemen (and presumably,
Rita Blair

Ed Hammet
Virginia Nichols

me

recent events have led

Sewanee gentleman must

since 1970, ladies).

out

Yet

to the conclusion that the

either have been a

myth

to be-

gin with or have disappeared in recent years.

I'm not talking about dressing nicely or even opening

Rick Ward

doors and lighting cigarettes. Those things are relatively

ALL RIGHTS

scriptions are $10.00 per year.

RELIGION EDITOR

have led

question.

Editorial and production offices located on
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ter
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moves in athletics
paying off in many ways

fritz

Correct
THE BASKETBALL

IN

"Sewanee's Athletic

ing

reads as follows:

"The

may

University of the South
small college
I

press guide

Former Duke

under the head-

Facilities," the first

sentence

athletic facilities available at

The

well be unequalled at any

campus in the country."
word of that.

didn't alter a

the back

Bobby Dwyer was

assistant

Daiuieirsclu oncl

my idea of the Sewanee gentleman was someone who treated others with the most basic kind of respect. This is what seems to be lacking.
easy. No,

signed to

direct the roundball program, along with Northwestern

product

Fenlon,

and

Penn Stater
Jeannie Fissinger agreed to guide the field hockey team.
Meanwhile, part-timer Dewey "The Swamp Rat" Warren
was made a permanent addition to the Tiger football
staff, a move for which "Head Coach Horace Moore had
Bill

quite rightly lobbied for

burner

Ail-American

some

time.

Certain events since the beginning of this semester

home to me. The first area in
which we seem to be lacking respect is in our relations to
the wider community. As an example, a few weeks ago
have driven this lack

a

band made up of students (which
played at a bar/deli (which

less)

less) right

here

ports the behavior

band was somewhat

THESE HIRINGS

weren't lucky accidents:

it

took

money.

that

But Dwyer, it was soon apparent, was the right
for the program and for Sewanee. The players liked
him; the deans of students liked him; he seems, as one
student put it, like a Sewanee alumnus (even though he

than gentlemanly (including

less

easily
salary.

remain nameremain name-

vomiting on the floor and neglecting to clean
students want to indulge

With basketball, for example, Sewanee could
have gotten someone for the job at a minimal

shall

shall also

own town of Sewanee. By all reof the students who went to hear the

our

in

is

is

one thing, to

in

it

up).

If

such activity at a frat party

on the wider community

inflict it

another.

man

Now,

as things currently stand, that

is

a

statement

which oversteps the bounds of public relations euphemism and enters the shady territory of the blatant lie, at
least in its implication that Sewanee's athletic facilities
are better than those of other small colleges.

with

regard

courts,

to our track, weight

room and handball

just isn't true.

it

The question

is,

will

Sewanee

bragging about athletic facilities?

Because

Especially

I

live
I

up

to

its

believe so.

own
Why?

have seen what a winning attitude can accom-

plish here.
In

one year alone, the school has already shown

wisdom

right jobs.

wasn't always that way.

It

in

THINGS HAD

ly,

the players enjoy playing for him. That's what
in

own

athletic

in

Juhan

felt frustrated, and
no planning was going on; our
administration was voting against the ex-

there.

MAKING THE
Now

it

is

That's

why

lapping over into

it

Certainly there

Bryant accepted a post in development in order to take
advantage of his extensive contact with alumni, WalshEllet hired the best coaches it could find to fill vacancies
in basketball and field hockey.

in

vogue on the

all

sorts of areas of the

is

ball /racquetbal

more.

I

is

important to keep the

ball rolling.

is work to be done, especially as the
being reclaimed by nature and the handcourts just aren't sufficient for play any-

These are

facilities

which serve not

SPO boxes

Like most of

my

keep

a

in

pretty inconvenient (who the hell
bination?).

Upon

BC

the

fellow students

knows

asking, however,

now

I

I

some

service

have locked at
considered this
their

SPO com-

learned that the

locked was because Pub go-

had given up tearing out the ceiling in the men's
for a new diversion: pushing the mail in the boxes
back into the mail room, making it necessary to resort

room
all

the mail and restuff

ample

the note

is

we

all

all

the boxes. Another recent ex-

received last

week informing

us

night might have to be canceled due to row-

dy drunken begavior. Once again, the University tries to
provide us with a service and we respond with abuse.
The third and most disturbing manifestation of ungentlemanly behavior is in our relations with each other.
A few weeks ago went to the SPO on Saturday mornI

ing

and noticed that someone had deface

all

of the post-

women's conference, replacing the word "women" with "wenches" and adding such cute slogans as

winning attitude

"Better dead than co-ed."

NOW I'M SURE that some will accuse me of being
humorless and opposed to "good, clean fun" but think
Either we have to clean up our act or
this is serious.
stop spreading all these lies about "Sewanee gentlemen."
Though know that most of the student body does not
I

just varsity

athletes but everyone at Sewanee.
Let's

trying to provide

Recently the

night.

ers for the

Sewanee community.

ancient track

But last spring the University administration - and
the credit here must ultimately rest with Vice-Chancellor
Ayres -- made a series of excellent moves which are already paying off. As former Athletic Director Walter

back

is

the offices of Juhan gymnasium.

in

those people are creating a positive, winning atmo-

sphere, which

pressed will of our coaches and players in conference

the facilities

effort to win

started with Sewanee's decision to get the

It

wanted

in

it is

to us.

that dollar

small college athletics.

meetings on such issues as player
were being allowed to run down.

eligibility;

it's all

which a gross lack of respect
our response to the University

in

is

when

ers

Dwyer has brought Sewanee closer to its surroundcommunity by having Franklin County teams play
warm-up games before Tiger contests. Most importanting

about

Many coaches

resigned; virtually

especially

the Division

but they have an outside shot at a spot in
III
national playoffs as an at-large team.

Also,

Mountain.

gotten pretty stagnant over

wjftile

some

itself,

reason the boxes were

people
for a

ANOTHER AREA
has been manifested

at this writing,

a

finding the right people for the

great deal of

went to Wake Forest, where he captained the basketball
team in 1973-1974}. The school saw Dwyer was the
right man and did what it took to get him.
Now Dwyer is living up to his end of the bargain.
Not only are the Tigers in second place in the conference

alive here.

I

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK:
"Someone who
return to Sewanee

neglects to give back his angel

is

said to be 'angel retentive.'

— S.

Freud

"

upon

indulge in rude and offensive behavior, we are all guilty
of not trying hard enough to actively discourage it.
Save a dying breed, be a Sewanee gentleman (you wo-

men

too).

I'm willing to try

if

you

are.
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system makes outcasts

Sorority rush

JLiza Field
AND NOTHING

HAD FORGOTTEN

.last Saturday, that it was soshake day, until went to Gailor and sat with one
of the freshman outcasts who had not received a bid.
She couldn't sit with her usual dorm friends because
they had all been scouted off to various sorority tables
I

rority

I

ion during rush
offers

had spent the afternoon with a book of short stories
and it occured to me that the sorority selection system
must have been one of the rituals Shirley Jackson had in
mind when she wrote The Lottery. The story is about
"nice" everyday townspeople who hold an annual town

offering

lottery to determine

who

will

be the victim of the an-

stoning. The calm acceptance of this horrible
where people take an active part in hurting others

town

nual
ritual

and the nervous excitement

in

observing someone else's

make shake day a lottery of its own sort.
many ways, in fact, the latter is more horrifying than
downfall,

story-mainly because

it

In

the

really happens.

random out of a
On shake day eve, sorority members decide very
hat.
specifically which girls get rejected. The selectors know
perfectly well what they are doing, that the girls they reject will likely blame themselves for not meeting up to
They know that freshman incertain social standards.
security is such that an empty envelope will provide at
Also, the sufferers are not picked at

least a month's worth of inferiority complex, boosted
by the fact that their freshman friends got in while they
didn't. Yet the selection and rejection goes on anyway,
as if the members were not tossing out young human
beings but bruised apples at the market.

How

make

to

cruelty of the whole thing, really, as you hurry toward

your designated house.

WHAT

join a sorority in the first place, so the sorority's funct-

or keg parties.
I

IN The Lottery compares to the

cruelty of false advertising the sorority system is based
on. Many freshmen come to Sewanee never intending to

to convince

is

them

necessary for happiness.

is

that

what the club

But they aren't really
look good so freshmen

it;
they are making it
want it. This gives them the power to select the
creme de la ceme off of a great quantity of fresh milk.
The strategy is sort of like that of the orchard owners in
"The Grapes of Wrath", who advertised hundreds of jobs
for migrant workers and only had a few to give. Make
people crowd the gate for something you aren't really
going to give, and you have instant power.
So the sorority feeds the rushee, lavishes attention
upon her, and inspires her in Mary-Kay-sales-rally-fash-

will

Somehow it
ion by way of an enthusiastic rush skit.
seems grossly unfair to dangle these treats before her
nose and then snatch them away with a note that says
"Sorry; try again next year."
It is easy enough, then, to understand why the freshmen pursue sorority life as a main goal - they are taught
to. and it is easy to understand why the upperclassmen
get satisfaction out of such" a sinister ritual. When one is
sitting

ing

around at an

judgement party determin-

all-night

who meets up and who

doesn't,

it is

hard not to feel

and power. And there is a security in
knowing that you were once selected which enables you
to bend over a little the next day to tell the reject, "Oh
well, dear, perhaps next year," or shake your head at the

a certain authority

ISN'T

the

EASY

to understand

"Community

Service" myth.

WHAT'S NEW

at Gailor?

Besides dozens of

new

new manager. Meet Al M
an outgoing guy with a great sense of humor who

etarian line, Gailor has a

He's

about the students. His outgoing attitude represents a departure from previous manage
ment Gailor has seen while AFM has been in Sew;

really, really cares

Al receives criticism well and will respond to

On

Thursday, February

food

present.

menu

that

AFM

perform services in the community; yet most perwould ask
form token services, half-heartedly. What
girls who are so concerned about the welfare of
the community is, how can you love humanity so and
still participate in judging and rejecting freshmen who
can do nothing to mgrit selection but learn to chit-chat
rather than think?
If you want work, there is plenty
you can do at Otey Parish or the Senior Citizen/Youth
Center. Get a little sister, get your gown, run for the
SA, WIDC, Discipline Committee, sing in the choir, paint
ties

I

barns, join the Peace Fellowship, Bread for the World,

FCA

- whatever. There is plenty of work you can
As for the "social services" (an unusual
think), aren't there enough social
networks at Sewanee to take care of all your money and
time? - drinking clubs, ribbon societies, secret societies,
academic societies. Thistles, Blue Keys, Plastic Spoons -there ought to be enough selection in these organizations
to satisfy anyone's need to pick or be picked.
Having been on both sides of the barbed wire sorority
the

do out there.
of

use

the term,

think

fence,

I

ively.

But

people are

I

I

I

could look at the situation mqre object-

don't

sitting

much care about being objective when
around complacently letting this harmsee page eight

ft

using at

mittee will discuss items that should be either deleted
or added. All students interested in perusing this

menu

on the subject should feel free
Food Service Committee member about

their input

to contact a

is

who would
when

ordering food for this line based

Anil Williamas

doing so.

There

will

be fewer chipped dishes.

You won't

always wear nets and gloves.

an
the

line!

Please keep

it

And look

will

at the vegetari-

up AFM. We're behind you

all

way

Two

footnotes to this article:

take of the vegetarian/fish and fowl
list

see spa-

Employees

ghetti three times in four days again.

if

you wish to

line,

par-

please sign the

at the front of Gailor. This will ensure that

enough

AFM

unhappy.

Committee member.

sentatives on the

3.

is

here for the students."

THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS

are your repreFood Service Committee. If you

have questions, comments, suggestions, or critique,

THERE ARE FOUR WAYS TO MAKE YOURSELF HEARD

YOU WALK INTO

1.

morning for
are
this

to

is

instead.

Al

Much

Gailor,

make

a point.)

having waited

all

to your dismay, the grits
is

an exaggeration-but

Don't get

a

bowl of

cereal

Remember, you wanted grits! Go talk to
the new (new, this week) manager of

Miller,

Gailor.
-

grits.

(Of course, this

blue!

Al, with his superb sense of

humor

will

be

very receptive to your complaints and

will do everyremedy problems right on the spot.
He's the one who can get you some normal grits.
Dean Drennan, manager of the BC, serves the same

thing possible to

your tuna salad is purple, please
don't hesitate to say something to him. Al and
Dean are great--and they are here for you, the stufunction there.

2.

BUT WHAT

IF your problem doesn't lend itself

You can talk to:
Bruce Harper-the manager of AFM in Sewanee.

is located on the 2nd floor of the BC.
Marcia Clarkson-Director of Food Services (the
University tie with AFM). Ner office is on the 1st
floor of Carnegie.

His office
B.

C.

D.

Barron Fain
Rives Hudgins

Chitty's

Gor 108
429
Cts215
Maxon Ln.
Cle 208
McC 222

Paul Jenks

St. L.

Brian Johnson

David Juge
Melanie Krosnes
Darrin McCullough

Judge

McGowin

Cts 21

Mike Northrup
Oakley

Dean Cushman
Dean Seiters

Can 2
210

Tom

Leigh

to an on-the-spot solution?

A.

please air your opinions with these people. They
are the liaisons between the student body and the
food service / administration.
Teddie Batchman
Gor 302
Cle 309
Elizabeth Brown, chairperson
CP Lodge
Warren Coleman
McC 122
Bill Davidson

If

dents.

IN THE MEANTIME, there should be no problems
anymore with running out of dishes during dinner.

Although they love to hear what's good about the
food^ they also want to know if you're dissatisfied.
Bruce Harper says, "I'm really unhappy if you are

on the number of people who have signed the list.)
An attempt will be made to distribute a copy of the
menu to each dorm where there is not a Food Service

Service

At the next meeting, the Food Service Com-

and adding

(Gailor

they arrive.

Committee, AFM managers, Mrs. Clarkson, Dean Cushman, and Dean Seiters met to discuss the food. The
committee unanimously concluded that the first step
to improvement in the food should be to advertise the
network through which student opinion can be voiced.
Secondly, each committee member will be scrutinizing the -one-month-cycle

prepared to meet the needs of those

is

like to find the vegetarian offerings still available

it.

Food

the

9,

certain

yourself heard

At the bottom line, poor communication ha
counted for much of the discontent among the 605
students who signed the petition for better food at
Gailor.

how

Granted, some sorori-

those

Leigik

hard-to-break corning bowls and the initiation of a veg-

is

the existence of such a system by clinging to

girls justify

4.

Ann

Cts

Hodg21

Williams

AND, OF COURSE,

Clarkson

is

currently

the suggestion box!

trying

to

(Mrs.

locate a bulletin

board, so the cards can be posted as they were
year-with replies).

you

are dissatisfied with

last

something-anything
at all-nothing can or will be done unless YOU speak
up.
With four ways to VOICE your opinion
PLEASE
no more, "I might as well not say
anything, because nothing will be done anyway."
If
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Democrat hopefuls vying to contest
what may be 'rose-garden' campaign
BY JOHN

to high gear.

New

Tuesday
primary.

groups, incidentally, whose support
presidential race shifted in-

started choosing del-

national conventions, and this

coming

Hampshire

will hold the first presidential
next several months, numerous other

In the

primaries and caucuses will take place in rapid

state

succession.

During

ination

time the Democrats

this

election

will

be obliged to

on selecting their
no contest for the nomamong the Republicans, however, the Reagan

nominee.

campaign

White House

The

all

their efforts

Since there

is

be free to look ahead to the November

will

and to

start

implementing

their strategy for re-

if

but whether it seems to be moving in the right directionand whether the opposition party seems to have a cred-

considered essen-

is

they hope to regain the

ible alternative economic policy.
Thus, even if an economic setback occurs in the next
few months, voters may continue to "stay the course"
with Reagan for another four years provided 1) the economy, however hesitatingly, does seem to be making
a long-term improvement or 2) voters believe the Dem-

1984.

in

fact of the matter

is

that

many

voters in these

groups are becoming "new conservatives" whenever they
believe such social issues are the major issues of a cam-

At the same time, many of these same voters conand loyal Democrats, whenever

paign.

sider themselves liberals,

economic

concentrate virtually
party's

to the Democratic Party

tial

1984

On Monday lowans

egates to the

workers. Northern ethnics, and white Southerners-

lar

MCCARTHY

WEEK THE

THIS

ocrats

paramount. Because of
importance of these groups of voters, the
Democrats can be expected to make every effort on
their part to keep the political spotlight off these social
issues, and on economic ones, in the hope of keeping
issues are considered

As

the critical

their badiy

more

weakened

coalition together for at least

deck

that strategy.

and foremost, Reagan's campaign plan will certtake into account some unpleasant artithmetic.

First
ainly

28%

Only

of registered voters are Republicans (whereas

approximately

must

gan

dependents

in

are Democrats). Consequently, Rea-

order to win

votes of at least

-

many Democrats and

In-

to be exact, he must win

out of 2 Independents and 1 out
4 Democrats according to recent electoral projections.

the

of

40%

receive the votes of

1

IN which he will surely attempt to do
by employing some variation of the familiar
"Rose Garden Strategy," an ever popular election stance
for

is

strong incumbent presidents.

calls

Basically, this strategy

for Reagan to rise above the din and sweat of nor-

mal political campaigning by adopting the loftier,

noble (and

more
more popular) posture of "The President".

Thus, as his Democratic

a

rival

slugs

it

out on the cam-

going from rally to rally and city to city in
transparent political search for votes, Mr. Reagan will

paign

trail,

studiously avoid looking like a politician at

all.

Instead, he will concentrate his time (and

TV

expo-

one

to various other issues, such as the

eliminate the problem of acid rain.

If

he

is

accused of

being a dangerous militarist, he can continue to entreat

important

bills

in

the Oval Office, awarding medals to

Rose Garden of the White House, and
meeting with deserving Girl Scouts everywhere.

AH
for

in all, it is not a bad strategy. It worked in 1972
Richard Nixon whose campaign slogan was "Re-elect
It could have worked for Jerry Ford in
he had withstood the temptation to leave the
House shortly before Halloween to stump for
throughout the country just like any other politiAnd it might very well work for Ronald Reagan in

the President."

1976
White
votes
cian.

if

tray himself as a

new

may

be) in the hope of easing
by exercising his powers as
will have ample opportunity to pormoderate, middle of the road centrist
In short,

FOR EXAMPLE

that he

was

a decisive leader

two

critical

areas:

With respect to the economy, the
of the previous
lieve

who had

a firm grip

on the

the end, to be sure, public support for LBJ disintegrated after four years of failure in Vietnam. SimilarIn

ly,

any public support Reagan might muster

if

a crisis

occurs in the next several months might also evaporate
a

few years down the road.

By then

of course the elec-

tion will have been long over.

ly

So, while Reagan's reelection plans might be adverseeffected by an economic setback (though hardly as

do

on developments and
the economy and foreign

largely

ratings

situation.

reading political analysts, the Democratic Party's pros-

depend

poll

thereby convincing a considerable part of the electorate

thing can stop his reelection.

pects for doing this

LBJ's

,

!

which happens to be precisely the political profile ofj
most of those voters considered to be up for grabs in
1984.
What issues or events might enable the Democrats to
According to several
derail Reagan's reelection plans?

much

as

some

Still, in

believe),

it is

difficult to imagine

the final analysis, anything

is

how

any-

possible during

Unforeseen developments
which helps to explain why, despite the
are fighting for the chance to

a presidential election year.
arise.

odds, so

All of

many Democrats

take on Reagan.

terrible recession

years led many Democrats to be1984 on this
funny thing happened on the way to

two

that they could defeat Reagan in

But

issue alone.

a

The economy staged a robust recoveryl
some Democrats state, there is still political

the election.

Perhaps, as

mileage to be obtained over the related issue of the deficit.

After

all,

the argument goes, the recovery has clear-

ly been purchased at the price of enormous deficits
which, like a field of giant icebergs, may very well sink
the economy by 1985 if not sooner.

PERHAPS SO. The trouble with this theory is that
most voters are not acting as if they are sailing on the
Titanic.

1984.

negotiations or propose to meet with the

Soviet leader (whoever he

world tensions.
president, Reagan

,

They always went up dramatwhenever he increased or halted' the bombing of
North Vietnam. It seemed to make no difference what
he did. All that mattered was that he did something,
ically

Thus, if he is attacked for not protecting the environment, he can {as he recently did) propose to Congress
hundred million dollar program to study and

affairs.

heroes in the

CONSIDER

during the Vietnam War.

a several

events in

functions associated with the presidency such as signing

President.

to use the awesome powers of his office to move in
whatever direction appears necessary to blunt attacks
from the Democrats during the campaign.

matters of state.

indeed the wild card in the
concerned. But even if a

existing crisis such as the
in Lebanon gets worse, it is again far from clear that
such a development would work to the advantage of
the Democrats. For in general such crises almost always

environment, arms limitation, or any of the numerous
income transfer programs, Reagan will be in a position

sure)

on being the President and attending to weighty
For example, in the months ahead one
can expect to see Reagan meeting frequently with diplomats and foreign leaders either here or abroad. One can
also expect to see him engaging in a variety of symbolic

is

tend to enhance a President's popularity (at least in the
short run) as Americans instinctively rally around the

WITH REGARD

START

it is

some

one

election.

the Soviets to join the United States in reopening the

ONE WAY

this

offer a better alternative.

for foreign affairs,

foreign crisis erupts, or

capturing the White House as soon as they wish.

Even
though the election is almost nine months away, it is not
too early to discern some of the important features of

do not

as far as this election

On

the contrary, recent polls indicate that they
if they were taking an enjoyable

are acting instead as

on the Good Ship

cruise

issue, therefore,

ANOTHER WAY

which Reagan will probably
attempt to win the votes of many Democrats and Independents will be to focus attention throughout the
Specifically, he
campaign on several "social" issues.
can be expected to stress repeatedly his support for constitutional amendments to ban abortion and to allow
prayers in the schools.
Similarly, he will continue to
state his opposition both to the use of racial and sexual
quotas in affirmative action policies and to busing as a
in

means for achieving integration.

To the extent

that he succeeds in establishing these

and similar issues as the major issues of the campaign, he
will surely succeed in creating sizeable defections among
such traditional Democratic groups of voters as blue col-

the deficit

Lollipop.
is

As an election

definitely a non-starter al-

though there may well be much noise made about
the next several months.

it

in

What happens, however, if the recovery stalls and
(worse) unemployment starts to rise again in the coming
months? Such a development will indeed make it more
possible for the

Democrats to win. However,

it

will cer-

tainly not assure victory

The recent

election of Margaret Thatcher as Prime

Minister of Britain (despite an unemployment rate well
over 14%), as well as the reelection of Franklin Roose1936 during the depths of the depression, illus-

velt in

important point about the impact of economic
hard times on elections. What seems to count most to
many voters is not whether the economy has recovered

trate an

Dr. John McCarthy teaches political science at
The presidency
the University of the South.
remains one of his central areas of research and
interest,

—Photo by John

Ellis
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Curriculum group expresses doubts

SA

This letter was sent to the Board
week, and is reprinted here with

Editor's note:

of Regents

last

not given to taking time away from the month-long
break. In face, under the new proposal the
is 33 days long, rather than 31.

you aware of some of the problems we think are most
....portant, and we urge you while you are here to explore what progress has been made in addressing these

Committee

problems, and to voice your own opinions about this
matter. Thank you for your consideration of our point
of view, and your own concern about the well-being of

:

break for Christmas

The Curriculum and Academic

permission.

Policy

Faculty stated
its January 17 memorandum to the
"that working out a weekly schedule for the proposed
We agree
calendar would present serious problems."
with this statement, and stand behind a belief that these
in

TO The Regents of the University of the South
FROM The Curriculum Committee of the Student
Assembly.

Sewanee.
Respectfully Yours,

problems must be answered carefully and completely
before a judgement can be made on the proposed calIn this letter

endar's feasibility.

Dear

we have

tried to

Co-Chairman

make

Lawrence Lennie Irvin
Curriculum Committee

SA

Sirs:

Our Committee

is

you to express

writing to

its

con-

would

which
cerns about the proposed Calendar change,
with an
replace the current TTMWF/MWFTT, format
schedule, where TT classes are seventy-five

weekend

Party

from page one

MWF/TT

be voting on February

minutes long. The faculty will
29, 1984, and our hope is that this

letter will

help to

further your perspective on the issue.

Our chief concern is that the mechanics of the proposed schedule have not been worked out in enough defor a proper decision to be made on the feasibility of

tail

such a schedule.
the

of

TT

and

class

We

are unclear as to

how

the extension

was also a Mid-Winter party Weekend that an
It
alumnus friend of mine made his triumphant return to
of the
the Mountain. After partaking in the merriment
Red Eye and Bass Soat parties Saturday morning, he decided it would be vogue to wear a Charles' Chips snack
can on his head for the remainder of the day.
wasn't overwhelmingly embarrassed by my friend's
turned my
fashionminded antics but will admit that

8.10-3:051

the

into

will affect

afternoon

(MWF

I

I

but

my

the children's

in

the next hours socializing

2:00 rather than 1:30.
b) current afternoon seminar

classes,

and

art

at

studio

classes.

work-study

c)

dents
d)

currently

are

(approximately 320 stuthe work-study program).

schedules
in

varsity sports, intramural sports, physical educa-

tion classes.
the dining schedule

e)

(a

student could have classes

through lunch).
office hours of the professors,

f)

have been

in

which traditionally

scheduled on Tuesday and Thursday out of necessity.

MY

also concern

shortening the semester by around twelve days.

ly

AFTER THE
house for

my

my

in academic intensity will most certainand are unsure whether the added breaks in
Most import-

the semester would relieve this pressure.

was during my own pledgeship that a group of us
on the balit would be amusing to "drop trou"
cony of a local fraternity house at the specified hour of
eleven o'clock. At the stroke of eleven everythinq happened as planned and we broke into a frenzied dance to
the beat of "Brick House", or whatever it was the band

I

had
in

I

scoured the

about given up
a shout

just

the fireplace

was

I

relieved to see

my

jeans being pull-

ed out from behind one of the loudspeakers by one of
the

band members.
"They're mine,"

I

meekly

replied.

to take better care where you throw your

"You need

was playing

"Thanks," replied.
As this Mid-Winter Party Weekend draws near my
stomach draws a little tighter in anticipation of what
might happen.
do plan, however, to make a conscious
effort to keep my pants off the bandstand.

at the

moment.

I

I

Trivia
from page two
and Mike Manning), movie tickets for the
runners-up and the amount left over went to the
Sewanee Youth Center.

John

Ellis,

something

constructive.

1

would

like

of this sort of thing in the future."
so he

I

to

see

in

THE RECENT INCREASE
trivia

in

partly due to the board

is

The game
"Alcohol

re-

besides

duced course load. There are some fears that the increased academic work load of the students, and espec-

Pursuit

used

often

is

heightens

in

only added this

is

just

like

popularity
Trivial

of

Pursuit.

cojunction with alcohol.

it all

the next day."

The game was invented by
all

millionaires).

Sales of the

only to Cabbage Patch Dolls

three Canadians (now
$36 game were second

in

Christmas

G.I.

sales.

Joes were third.

Ed Fox

lefi.

me

with these words of

Fred

L.

Worth,

the

editor of Trivia Unlimited magazine, "...it will
continue to grow, being at the forefront of the information explosion as we move into the 21st century."
He nodded and shook my hand.
Costello just sat
slumped with the filter burning on his cigarette, mumbling something about "Rutherford Birchard Hayes, ihe

says

Costello,"and

wealthiest of the 19th century presidents, his wife Lucy

five cards.

Playing Trivial

(Lemonade Lucy) was the first lady to go to collegeboy if the party slows down, I'll know just what to say."

awareness,"

you only have to use

the

game

forget

more

would pay me more,

the premises behind the consideration given to the

a)

When

clothes," he said.

antly, the calendar proposal appears to us to contradict

ially

band finished playing

clothes.

pants to the smoldering ashes

It

We

an increase

result,

the

spent

decided

the event, "a lot of fun-bringing people together

about what the effects will be
of a more concentrated semester. Under the proposed
schedule six days of classes are condensed into five days,
feel

I

rang out from the stage, "Yo, whose pants?"

most memorable Mid-Winter's catastrophe
BUT
recently came to mind when some Fraternity pledges
buy a pair of Party Weekend boxers.
me
to
hawked

Charles Elmore, the editor of this publication called

is

down

boxers and avoiding

the afternoons.

There has also been no determination of which classes
will be taught in the 75 minute sessions. Concern has
arisen that some classes unsuitable for a 75 minute format (particularly introductory courses such as History,
Political Science, or Economics to name a few), will be

There

my

in

sudden updrafts.

Looking up
afternoon laboratory classes, which will start

a)

jeans sailing

raced

I

pants were nowhere to be found.

I

when he decided to participate
Communion service in Maginault Park.
back

the following:

was having a grand time until
over the railing into the crowd below.
stairs

I

I

schedule

saw my

college— fun and learning and you

of the faculty, will have these effects:

downgrade the quality of academic work and

Sororities

teaching.

from page

b) create an
a faculty

imbalance

member)

and extracurricular

is

in

the

amount

a student (and

able to participate in

Sewanee

life,

activities.

clcreate an overall unfavorable environment, making
the switch to a r educed course load more attractive.

On the other hand, we are pleased to finally see a
calendar sensitive to the needs of the students: needed
days have been added for mid-semester breaks, and preparation time for final exams. (To give you an example
of our alternative, the Tentative Calendar for 1984-85
allows only a weekend before the start of final examsa highly unfavorable option.)

Many

wary because the means by which

of us, however, are

time will be
created appear to exact a high price, which has not been
fully assessed.

We

are uncertain

this extra

why

consideration was

go on - even endorsing it as a university institution
for no logical reason. It is like a druggy madness
that seeps out and spreads. A few years ago one sorority
started up because its founding members had been rejected by the existing sororities. The next year, they
themselves were going strong - granting and withholding
ful ritual

bids, rejecting girls as

they had been rejected.

A boom-

ing success.

WHILE

I

ADMIT,

then, that

I

am not

being object-

anyone with a grain of sense can see that we are actby maintaining this rejection system. Our sororities are not national; why then should it

ive,

ively hurting people

matter

if

too

many

people join one club and not enough

join another?

Let the club worry about that.

what

If

six

one

matter?

club folds and another gets started,
It would be a small price to pay for getting rid of a
will it

sys-

tem which sets up barriers and alienates new students
when they least need alienation.
am not making up the harmful effects of the rejectFreshmen students have been known to
ion system.
transfer out of Sewanee because they could not get in a
Anyone who has seen the fallen
or
fraternity.
sorority
faces of girls on shake day must wonder, at least briefly,
what evil we are supporting so casually. And anyone
who somehow reasons that democracy justifies cruelty,
or that rejection is "good" for a freshman to experience,
I

ought to have her head sliced off with
and be buried in an empty envelope.

a giant

nametaq
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Brumgard
from page four
out of either apathy,

we

spirit,

laziness or sheer exhaustion

of the

we are willing to keep
whether or not we ever get answers,

stop asking questions.

If

asking the questions,
then Big Brother can never win.

Citizens of this country enjoy an incredible advantage

so love must be destroyed. In order to make Winston
betray his love, the only thing that he has not yet given
up, his torturers subject him to his ultimate fear, rats.
Everyone has some weakness, one fear which they will

fear of being dissapointed or hurt in a relationship.

do anything

understand is that there are as many different kinds of
love as there are people.
Not all types last forever or
have happy endings, but we mustn't stop trying or we'll
never find the love that works best for us. If we turn

over those behind the Iron Curtain because, in most

they love.

can be answered. They may not be answered by someone else and we may have to search out
the answers for ourselves but, at least the information

good

cases, questions

is

available for

that

research.

zen

seem to be a waste of time but,

it's

He must give up his desire to say that 2 plus 2 equals 4
and that it can never equal 5. If the party says that 2
plus 2 equals 5 then he must not doubt it, but must accept it as truth. Besides his doubt, Winston must be
to betray his love.

Is that he didn't betray
something inately human,

realize

say that love

is

may

confusing idea

fear that

away from humanity because we don't want to be hurt
then we become easy targets for the plots of Big BrothUnsatisfied feelings of love and the basic human deto be needed makes the emotional recluse a prime

the very same feelings that

PERHAPS THE GREATEST
.

people

man would do the same thing. If we love someone, then
we have to accept their humanity and if we love them
along with their weaknesses then that love can never be
taken away.

The party needs people who

many

a very

er.

separates

fear

check than to doublethink. Of course, doublethink
allows one to know the truth and the lie at the same
time but, it doesn't allow one to doubt either.
IN ORDER TO BE a good citizen, Orwell's protagonist in "1984", Winston Smith, must have two major
evils purged from his character. The first is his doubt.

made

We

become

us from the lower creatures.
But
is
also an inescapable part of being human and
everyone has some fear that is unbearable for them.
Anything that we are forced to do because of this fear Is
unavoidable and shouldn't be considered as a betrayal.
Winston's love was not destroyed or betrayed when he
wished his torture upon his loved one because any hu-

that

better to double-

are willing to betray everything for the sake of the party,

that

Winston becomes a
though he has become a useless citi-

in the process.

his love.

is

upon someone

it

this last "betrayal",

What Winston does not

The freedom of our

going to require the effort to check up on
what the supposed authorities are saying. This may

thoughts

to avoid, even wish

With

citizen, even

Love
in modern times and
what they think is love will
turn out to be something less. What these people don't
has

er today,

danger from Big Brothstems from our fear of loving. Increasing num-

bers of people are living their lives alone because of the

TAKE THE WHOLE GANG
FOR A REAL TREAT-

sire

target for recruitment.

"Uncle Sam Wants You," drew
many young men who may have felt that no one else
wanted them. Big Brother wants you too, even more

in

Sam

than Uncle

does.

Our best hope of avoiding Big Brother comes out of
make us his easy prey, our
desire to trust one another and our need to love and be
loved in return.
find in this year of 1984 that things
really haven't changed so much from Orwell's time or
I

from any time In the past that human beings have dwelt
on this planet. As always, our humanity can either save
us or destroy us, it all depends on how we choose to
express

it.

VILLAGE WINE g SPIRITS SHOPPE
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Winter's
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Mixer
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"
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Phone 61 5-99.4. 2268
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LODGE RESERVATIONS (615) 924-2091
and alumni functions. Call Elizabeth Tigue for details. Come see our newly opened lodge.
Rustic de-

Special Orders

At No Extra Charge

Call Collect For

And

Case

Party Orders
TIL

11

p.m.

country ham-shaped swimming pool. Very
competitive rates. Come down and look at one of
our rooms. Cill now for reservations.

Also

8l

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
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AND OCTOBER WEEKENDS-84,

of

& SAT.
German,

in,

hard

FRI.

election

rooms,

Prices

924-22SS
to
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Inbetween

Homme

Le Grand
BY THOMAS McCONNELL
the

"SO THERE

IT IS,"

he concludes, settling back

into the leather sofa, drawing off a sip of his drink.

The words are said not in resignation, but summation,
by a man who has seen and done much. Yet they are
more than this alone. They are also the words of an
born to observe and contemplate, to
a man
and charge with meaning the materials of the
world about him.
artist,

select

Andrew Lytle has been observing and contemplating
and then recreating life from life for a long time. Now
when he rests back upon the sofa, he has most often
just ended the telling of some tale, a story drawn from
his

own

focus

human
it

question

nature of

experience and seem to say at their end,

He asks in his fiction not "Why?"no man can answer-but "What is the
man?" and "How does he behave?"

"So there
the

is."

circled

fire,

are an

around him, sitting in rockers before
eager, younger company listening to

He lives in Monteagle
whiskey into silver cups.
Assembly in "The Log Cabin, 1890" as the sign beside
The cabin is square with rooms
formed out of the corners, leaving two large, intersecting
hallways to shape a Greek Cross as Mr. Lytle points
The family
out to those visiting for the first time.
portraits on the log walls are prominently displayed,
as is the portrait of General Nathan Bedford Forrest,
the Confederate cavalry officer whose biography Mr.
of

the front door states.

Lytle

published

in

1931,

his

first

venture

as

a

man

of letters.

THERE FOLLOWED

years or from the treasure of family lore

81

long generations before him. He concludes with words
of such finality, never uttered lightly, because he has
made a life's work of telling stories which gather and

Those

the flow of his words amid an equally generous flow

four

novels,

a

collection

of short fiction, a volume of essays,

and finally, a
on the next to
bottom shelf of the glass-fronted bookcase standing
inside the front door.
Below are the collected works

family chronicle.

of

His

C.G. Jung, above,

own books

those of William

The names on some of the other

many

of

Mr.

Lytle's

are

friends:

Butler Yeats.

spines are those of

Robert Penn Warren,

At

left,

Lytle congratulates 1982 graduate Westo

Andress during University Commencement exercises. The old play-dead trick, above, draws a
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Lytle

still

working

John Crowe Ransom, and Donald Davidson from the
days of the Fugitive-Agarian movement, begun while
Mr. Lytle was an undergraduate at Vanderbilt, Allen
Tate, Caroline Gordon, Katherine Anne Porter, friendships formed in the difficult days of their literary
beginnings; the books of Flannery O'Conner, a former
;

writing

student

of

Mr.

Lytle's

at

the

University

and proven successes. "Three Ways to Make
an essay on Flaubert's Trois Contes, will
the summer number of The Sewanee Review.
Now an introduction for a new edition of friend Robert
Penn Warren's novel All The King's Men consumes his
mornings, which begin at 5 or 6 a.m.
for past

a

Saint,"

appear

in

of

MR LYTLE

Iowa.

terms the

new

interest in his essays

and

His

own work had

unobtainable for some
University republished his novel. The
been

time until the
Velvet Horn, which he considers his finest work, last
Now it seems that just as eager audiences gather
evening after evening in his log cabin to hear the spoken
story, an equally interested public audience is intently
spring.

hearty laugh outside the Lytle home.
Lytle poses in full academic regalia.

Top

right,

—Photos by Lyn Hutchinson

eager to read his published work once more. A collection of short fiction to be entitled Stories; Alchemy
and Others will be reissued by the University this spring.
The biography of Forrest and an enlarged edition
of his literary and general essays are also to reappear
soon from other presses.
But the former editor of The Sewanee Review
has not ceased working during the resurgent demand

stories a "resuscitation," but his persistent and
enduring devotion to his art must stand as the final
explanation for the rising reconsideration of his life's

was always "the work" which mattered to
his questions truthfully and
being demonstrated by the last critic, time.
For, to borrow from The Velvet Horn, "A man's words
keep when he don't.. .if they are good enough."
work.

It

him, and that he faced

well

is

Copies

SPO

now

of

The Velvet Horn

still

iilable

from

II45.

Advance orders
also be

for Stories:

made through SPO

single copies

Alchemy and Others can
II45.

Prices are

and $25.00 for orders of 5 books.

$6.00 for
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Vic covers three carrottops
about

and knew somehow this review
Three redheads (predestined to be simultanwhich
eously reviewed by Vicl recently put out records
have been making waves in the big ocean of commercial
LenAnn
carrottops,
particular
pop ever since. These
nox, Nina Hagen, and Cyndi Lauper, are prime examples

SAW THE STARS

I

had to

WHAT COMPOUNDS MY AWE
the Eurythmics

be masculine as well as provocatively sensuous.
Chrissie Hynde of the Pretenders might have the same
can

(some call it irritating) voiLene Lovich probably was the new wave original.
ces.
Missing Persons have simiof
Bozzio
Dale
and
Basil
Toni
girl pipes.
larly pierced unprotected ears with their valley
Though Ann Lennox of the Eurythmics is in a different
Tamla/
the
subscribe
to
who
league of singers (the ones
tradition), she can safely

Point

Lucille Ball types.
-

the

is

for your friends

you can play

be grouped with these
all have an ear for

that they

pop you can move
and

relatives,

their flawless manipulation of image.

Lennox consciously rejects the typical girl vocalist imIn the lyrics and more blatantly in the videos, she

ular girl singers with quirky

savory sweet pop

is

(obvious, isn't it?) of

age.

litof current female vocalists who are producing (with a
new music. Hagen
tle help from their friends) accessible
and Lauper are relative new comers to the trend of pop-

Motown

NINA HAGEN'S LATEST FEARLESS and Cyndi
SHE'S SO UNUSUAL don't deserve as

it".

Lauper's debut

be.

pop
the pop of

to, the

appeal, but Lennox's approach seems much more direct
and simple. She recently told Boston Rock that she
wants to confound the public with her androgynous image.

nox

(George the Boy trys to do the same thing). Lencarries this ambiguity successfully into her

also

music.

Her childhood

favorites.

The Supremes and Otis

record
review

DREAMS

On TOUCH

consistent.

(Are

rest of the

Made of

album

the definite trademark of this duo's success.
Many of her British countrymen have raided the vaults
of Motown to produce their overblown interpretations

knows the quality of moving soul is
not "strained". Her voice oozes calm, yet emotion laden
COOL. You can't do anything but shiver towards the
end of "Here Comes the Rain Again" when she croons

of soul, but Lennox

want to walk in the open wind/I want to
The emotions she evokes when she

jealously
if

talk like
plaintive-

asks "Who's That Girl?" aren't the ones of bad

the

they're ones of sighfilled melancholy.

-

moment

requires

she can

it,

fill

girl

Yet,

the shoes of James

out on "The First Cut".
In contrast to the romanticism of "Sweet Dreams", we
see the darker side of Lennox's brutal cool lurking in the
tracks of "Regrets" and "Aqua". Reminiscent of Grace

Brown and

forcefully belt

all

I

Redding, would probably agree with Lennox's descripof the dynamic contradictions in soul: "It must
Even
blow from tragic to joyous, sweet to bitter".
Stewart manages to juxtapose the coldness of technology with warm, natural sounds. For me, this result of
tion

think Lauper's bizzarity

It's

"Girls Just

Wanna Have Fun"

a great

music coupled with

As much

it

as

I

visual

is

pleasingly coherent.

hate to admit

it,

TOUCH

has a

"Right by Your Side" is a distracting attempt
South of de Border sound, complete with Herb Alpert and his Elevator Brass. "Cool Blue" is ruined by
too sweet of a synth lead as well as disco mentality.
Furthermore, Stewart's avant-garde tendancies sometimes come out and stretch a song past necessity. O.K.
cut for cut, TOUCH isn't perfect, but hey the Beatles
didn't reach their peak on REVOLVER until after they
had released RUBBER SOUL. Could it be by comparing
purities.

The

that they are creating

and answer

it

pop?

Get the

...

My

fist

*

come

near me/I've got singular style

your furniture". She's menac"Don't touch me/Don't talk to me

collides with

ing yet withdrawn:

/After Graduation Consider

of College Will Earn

One More Year
College

ians just to get Lauper

on

Policy

A
will

Development and Program Evaluation

up band sound lame to begin with, Lauper's choice of

"new wave"makes me cringe.
Another aforementioned difficulty is that Lauper's chilmakes it almost impossible to pull off such
melodramatic Benetar ballads as "Time After Time".
I'm probably not as critical of this album as should be,
but
believe Lauper got a bum deal on the production.
Given a second chance, she might show some kind of

of mediocre corporate
dish voice

I

I

focused talent.

A legal

TOUCH

Makcy^

Office of Admissions b financial
Room 210. Peabody College
Vanderbilt University

Nashville

TN

„, yj^N

call:

Aid

37203

•

1984

advanced study

Teaching

programs write or

•

be on the campus

W)

Difference^S^

Employment assistance.

•

Classes conducted

in Atlanta.

Tuesday, February 7, 1984

at

Placement Office

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL

9:00-12:00

and job opportunities
in

Bachelor's degree or attorney sponsorship required.
Day and Evening classes available.

•

Meet us on Campus

to discuss qualifications for

College Development

For information about these and other

months

representative

I1ARCH 1,

Library and Information Science

appears

Not only does the back-

Get right into law with intensive preparation
approved by the American Bar Association.
After completing the three-month program, you
can take your place as a legal assistant. It's
one of the fastest growing careers of the 80's.

THURSDAY,

College Student Personnel Services

vinyl.

career
in three
short

*

offers

It

that they arbitrarily assembled a bunch of studio music-

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

You

of Vanderbilt University
Masters Degrees leading to careers in:
Human Resource Development in Corporations

Peabody

girls

ther the producer's or record label's fault.

for yourself.

Whan

(404) 266-1060

the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Pfeabody
Interviews

615-322-8410

may be scheduled

at

FINANCIAL AID
CAREER SERVICES
£,

Plei*

*nd n* Womulion

aboul Pejbody Colltgt

c<

Varekvbilr Univ traity

7IP

ITNnFRr.RAnilATF

roiiFr.F

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thundarbird Campus
Glandale, Arizona

hit,

everywhere, (you
The downfall of this album is ei-

Beatles I'm alluding to the fact

tirrTeless

Her pop

has just been declared

cover songs are painfully beyond their reach. This type

few im-

at a

the Eurythmics to

are).

much more

is

gimmick, though.

contrived.

know who you

85306

is

I

Jones' cold masochism, Lennox growls "I've got a razor

blade smile/so don't

of Cyndi Lauper's voice

Her vocals remind me of Betty Boop
have no business talking about.

that 20's stuff

Unlike Hagen,

is

lovers do".

I

the national anthem for valley

added strings (of the British Philharmonic, no less),
horns, and a terrific bass player (Dean Garcia). I'm not
underrating the musical talent of Stewart, but Lennox's

"I

find it ironic
the low, gravely voice of a soviet offical.
that she parodies American chic and modernity on a few
songs while getting electronic wunderkind Georgio Moroder to produce a very modern hip sound. Every song
has a pure funk dance beat with plenty of elastic bass

LIKE HAGEN, admiration

This),

ly

ly

with their inherent voices.

(most of the time) and it has a commercial market.
Moreso than Lauper, the German Nina Hagen uses
her hilarious voice as an instrument of persona. She can
use a high operatic Beverly Sills Alto or swoop down to

an acquired taste.

just wasn't

three potential hits with plenty other sturdy cuts for
your listening pleasure. Dave Stewart's synthesizers continue to be state of the art, but on TOUCH they've wise-

voice

lyrics

They have been cursed and must sing silly, inane lyrics
However bad this may seem,
for the rest of eternity.
and no matter how banal their music is, they do it well

and

they've got the right stuff:

,

serious or emotional

and high-tech synths.

today. (Pass the corn, Orville.)
Beginning with the best, the Eurythmics' latest is
TOUCH and it's close to golden. The title cut of their

American debut, SWEET
was impressive, but the

much thought. The result would be disastrous. No matter how hard they try, they will never be able to sing

The National Center for
Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Road,

N.E., Atlanta,

GA 30326
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Writer says Conference not feminist
BY ELIZABETH ESTES

In some ways the women's movement has created situations not necessarily beneficial to women. The constant pressure of making multiple decisive choices
plagues womenkind.
As men automatically enter the

DURING THE

Sewanee Conference on Women a
burst of feminist thinking spreads throughout the campus as a phase often lasting only the week of or week after the Conference.
However, this Conference is more

work force, women have a choice. Today women with
college degrees are expected to cash in on jobs. They

than a phase, it's an attitude. This conference should be
put in perspective; it is not a feminist campaign, nor a
declaration

from women to men.

Women

ence on

feel pressure to enter the

personal

offers a variety of opinions in regard to

THE MORE CHOICES

relationships,

women

as

mdsf be demoted

in his/her

tion of-

Therefore more than one world can exist ideologically.
Through liberation women have often made
the mistake of forgetting their own world. Intent upon

boundaries.

Women who attempt to juggle
and family must often compromise in one

what is missing in their lives"
and become mothers.
Are women giving themselves
choices or simply adding more pressure?
IN

OUR SOCIETY women

feel

the brunt of changing

The "sexual revolution" has made pre-marital
choice for more women. The choice, although per-

sonal for each individual

is

socially as well as practically

more acceptable. However

for the sexually active a part-

icipant contradictory attitude often arises

r- ridgy,

I

is

not from the past,

it is

in

the future,

sit-

workshop

set

emphasize "helping participants recognize the sources of
stress and their potential impact on health, personality,

and performance," according to Richard Chapman, University Counselor.

Chapman and Davelyn Monti of

the University Coun-

work with Dr. David Stockton and
Dr. David Hopkins to assist those who attend the workseling Services will

Shame and guilt combine to make women feel
more vulnerable, more dependent and lowers their selfIn such a case this new choice, acceptable to

shop

esteem.

limited enrollment of

some, creates added pressure and bothered consciences
for many. Women with high self-esteem can generally

due by the Thursday preceding the event. For more

IS

in

developing and managing their

The workshop

will

own

be held from 6:00

40

participants.

plan.
-

9:30 with

Reservations

serving

formation, see the University Counseling Services.

I

ru,

delicious, not

TIL

luncheon specials.

M ondai)-T—
l~
I

us for lunch.

Uqster Dot

|

|

I

ridai).

I
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night,
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Night

J

served fr
from
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I

in
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Live

I

I

usic every,
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night

6-8

i

art

LJish

N ,ght-Mex,can
XI ight- UIjQv

from many

uations.

Wednesday, Night- Oriental Menu
Thursday

man's world. However with these changes/more choices
will result. Women must be able to ada'pt'and chose
independently with out pressure of society. 'Worhen and
society must support the independent choice and not
just acknowledge the choices of a few. Women should
not limit themselves with choices. Women's liberation

The University counseling services, in cooperation
.with two local physicians, will be sponsoring a stress
management workshop on March 2 for undergraduates.
Entitled "Managing Personal Stress" the workshop will

I

ight— Italian

can never enter a man's world and vice versa. Women
can change their own worlds to coexist as coequals to a

expected to be career oriented but eventually "come to

Preservations onlu

l\l

back to the two world

Stress

londauJNight— Indian v^uisine

uesaaij

situa-

main-

EVENTUALLY THIS GOES

Men in society live in a man's world. The number of choices that society gives to women will never include the ability to become a man. Therefore women
theory.

compete climbing to top of the corporate ladder
without a family. The housewife and career women
must each face certain social implications, Women are

SHENANIGAN'S

I

difficult to

their senses" or "realize

location.

entering a world that does not include them, they lose
much of the familiarity of living within their own

occupation pursued. This

and family tasks

time

full

Many women chose to work after graduation before
down with a family. Thirdly, some women in-

sex a

is

These low esteem women
need to be made comfortable with their own personal
choice. Perhaps the number of choices separate a women's world from a man's world.

settling

which

"Someone

complex dilemma.

tensely

sex roles.

Recall the phrase,

to the

into a

the job market,

in

tain'at tlte-same time.
their careers

WHAT ABOUT THIS MAN'S world? This is a vague
term which connotes man's superiority in the only world
This expression clearly exemplifies the no"world" being a frame of mind not a geographic

successfully

tion makesllousehold

i

exists.

is rais-

offered increases the pressure

wedged

are often

To .compete

choices.

world".

longer

inacial factors influence the amount of pressure exerted
over the young female as she decides the future.

careers, and personal develop20 years, these changes have clearly
As more choices exist more
pressure is exerted in chpsing by the presence of these
new choices. The availibility of numerous choices is often no choice or an e isily obtainable choice.,
To satisfactorily xamine women's present role in society, we must first stablish the changes from the past.
Most likely our mo :hers" were housewives. They had
been brought up by their mothers to raise a family,
and clean in a style to which they had become accustomed. They could vote, own property and even work
outside the home- after all, it was not so long ago our
mothers were newlyweds.
Despite the freedom these
women found, they were not liberated in the modern
sense of the word. They could not or likely did not
challenge men as an equal in a man's world.

own

No

f

In the past

women more

given

force.

to personal dissatisfaction.

ing a family as a full time housewife a justified life occupation for most college graduates. Social as well as

The Sewanee Confer-

women's changing roles in society. The Conference
dealt with women's adaptability in her changing interment.

work

own choices with confidence. The women who are not satisfied with their choice can create a
downward cycle from low self-esteem, outside pressure,

deal with their
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What would you change about Sewanee?
BUSTER HARDEGREE:

BYWILLKIOD

low the earlobes

in

I'd

put a better food service in.
I'll let the administration

Nothing.

ROB MclNTOSH:

I'd

make

all

liberal hippies get a hair-

and

AMANDA MANOS:
BOBBY PERSONS:

ARMY SURPLUS STORE

commun-

I

I

requirement.

EMILY HARWELL: My GPA.

versa,

add a band or an orchestra.

The way men and women
I

ISABEL GRAYSON:

The

and the color and the

size

shape.

FRITZ BAUERSCHMIDT:

I'd

have torture on the rack

as an alternative to the language requirement.

The

attitude and perspective of

the people here.
get

would make steak night enjoy-

your* yorth

PSYCHO:

It's

mind.

CATHY JONES:

I

'd

bring

more

freaks back.

Homemade

Pizza.

Mon. -Sat.

Also Party

meat cut to

order, fresh fruits and vegetables, Budwei-

We accept checks.!

Sun...l-9

Mon-Thurs...7-10
til

....

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HCMECOOKED MEALS

ttwvetst&tttitffot

Supplies, late night munchies,

it.

ThtHiai-tgarun
Kiithy

& Sat

a beach.

along.

Complete Gun Repair
P & B PAWN & GUN SHOP

Fri

on

would increase the Dean's willcommunicate with the students.
would allow Psych 103 to fulfill

BETH RICHARDS:
I'd

it

increase the level of

able.

bigger rooms.

serkeg: $50.10.

a science

REM

I'd

and vice

DAVELYN MONTI:

segregation that fraternities

Introducing

ingness to

BANIA YACKZAN:

get aropeswingback, have

ilfCMIHf
U.S.

EMILIE OSTERTAG:
the BC.

more mature.

sometimes cause.

make

girls

PETER DOWKER:

Friday afternoons.

I'd

guys towards

would put
I'd

later.

change the social attitude of
and what William said.
The social atmosphere- I'd make it

CATHERINE WOOD:

ROSE HAFLEY: Five courses to four courses.
TERRY HARPER: I'd abolish Monday mornings

CHIPBYERS:

students.

open

I

amongst everybody- administration, faculty and

newer, up-to-date books

here again.

cut.

STEVE TEMPLETON: The

I'd

DEAN ROBINSON:
CARRIE ASHTON:
ication

the library and leave the library

WILLIAM TONKS:

take care ofchange-they seem to enjoy it.
BILL GAGE: I'd bring back Saturday classes.
|ANE HEYWARD: I'd bring back happy hour.

hair be-

except for me.

I'

ping mall.

JON MORELAND:

make beards and

CHARLES YEOMANS: I'd build a track.
DAN RATHER: d put Bennigans next to
JANE SCARBOROUGH: My roommates.
SALLY COLE: Psychology comps.

STEVE FINLEY: The weather, make it like Florida.
SUSAN ELSTON: The location- put it closer to a shop-

TOM LANGSTON:

I'd

illegal.

DENE ECUYER: All the deans
ELIZABETH OWENS: I'd put

thing about Sewanee, what
If you could change any one
would you change and in what way?

midnight

Now accepting University charge cards.

/

598-0160

Sherry

t.-Thurt. Sa.m.-4p.n>.

Fri.&Sat.

Sun. 7«.m.-3D.m.

Ss.m.S:30p
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Dialogue teaches writer promptness
3YWILL KIDD

WHEN THE

BIG
means to be

DAY CAME

learned a lot about

,1

was late getting to the stuon the worst day could possibly
be late for it: the day was supposed to be part of it.
was to sit in one of two groups of men and women and
have with them a creative dialogue, an honest discussion
about how men and women see life. Everybody knew
that this dialogue was not only a first, but an unimagin-

what

it

late.

I

dent-faculty dialogue

I

I

I

For once, the masks
were going to come down and over one hundred people
might get to see what the other sex is really like. And
was late.
rushed from Rat lab to the Pub, got a coke and
bounded up the stairs. Davelyn Monti, the organizer of
the entire dialogue that day, was already starting her
speech on what a creative dialogue is and why it is useful.
Luckily, someone had saved me a seat, so
noisily
made my way to it and plopped down, very conscious of
my heavy breathing.
did my best to calm down and listen. Both were
hard.
was about to do
It was hard to relax because
something about which knew very little.
equated myself to the first man on the moon: he knew what he had
to do, but no idea of what it would be like. Listening
was hard because had spent the previous two hours in
that dimly lit, clack-filled room staring at a watch so
could press a little red button every minute. My mind
was not in top gear.
ably unique thing for Sewanee.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Stewart Thomas takes advantage of his position in the "inner circle" to add to discussion of
male-female relationships at Sewanee during a
dialogue in the B. C. Lounge February 14. Asso-

ciate University

ed the

Counselor Davelyn Monti head-

dialogue, which attracted a sizable crowd,

-photo by

Lyn Hutchinson

I

wench.
was ready to answer, and my heart rate
quickened and started to sweat when after twenty minutes the group on the outside switched places with the
group on the inside, and Janice Jaffe started us out.
girl a

I

I

THE TALK WAS

thought out and
presented (Ms. Monti really knows her stuff) so managheard her
ed to get the key points even in my stupor.
say that there were times when men and women had
fewer problems than they do now. But we cannot go
back. We will have to grow if we wish to attain a comparable situation. We cannot bring about what we want
by telling people to do it; instead, people must grow
from the inside.
At this point she talked more specifically to our situation. If people are going to grow inside, then there must
be an atmosphere for them in which they feel free from
judgement, free to act as themselves. If that atmosphere
is going to come about, then people need a way to talk
in which no one wins or loses. That is the purpose of
really excellently

I

I

creative dialogue.

In order to dialogue, to talk, creative-

those people talking must listen and accept what the

ly,

others have to say. Each person must take responsibility
for

what

gets talked about,

who

and

does the talking. In
other words, everybody involved looks out for every-

body

else.

Ms. Monti said that creative dialogue pro-

way to see what is really going on, who people
Once one finds that out, there will still be

really are.

WITH HER SPEECH OVER

crowd tussled about
until a circle of chairs could be formed in the middle of
the room.
sat around the circle in the middle since
was in the second group to enter into this new type of
dialogue.
There really was a lot of people there, and
most people in the first group were excited, nervous and
.the

all sensitive that we were taking risks.
group had two topics to choose from: external
and internal barriers to open communication. They
chose internal.
don't have the impression that they stayed with internal barriers, because they talked about everything.
hardly remember a thing that was said; instead remember how the air was electric, how the whole crowd was
listening intently and how those in the middle were so

The

some guys

tilt

with fraternities

call girls

wenches: to

something which made me
speak up again. She talked about relationships. And
told her that
was relieved to hear that girls were lookLater, another

said

girl

'I've

thought about

it

a lot,

and

I

I

ing

because after many fruitless attempts at foundling one,
had begun wondering if
women did want them.
know at least one does, now,

But if take her as my equal, and at some time
she insults me, or if as in my case it is a girl friend who
breaks up with you, then you have to question your own
worth. You say, 'If she insults/breaks up with me, does
that mean I'm not worth anything?' Since that Is no

and that

on me.

I

easy question to face, the easier option

value

first.

If

she's a

I

said

it

because

to lower her

me

wench, then she can never hurt

or devalue me.' Or something
say.

is

it

was

like that.

my

I

said

all

I

could

perspective for which
I

because

I

me and

kill

me

I

I

I

And

was sitting there revelling in being alive again,
saw the same breath breathed into the other nine
people there. They all had their perspective to reveal,
and
learned from every one.
especially remember
that right after spoke, a girl spoke and pointed out that
as

me

gives

PEOPLE APPLAUDED US. And they stayed around
it was over to talk to us. When people thanked me
was awed; it is hard for me to believe that freeing my-

after
I

self

helps other people.

like the

way

guess

I

the world

that

If

is

true, then

is

really

I

do

set up.

shouldn't say that the whole thing was over.

think it just started, really. Immediately after the dialogue, and even days later, there was a flurry of people
I

I

hate masks: they choke

and knew that if said what thought and felt that
would feel much more alive than had in months. So
said it and did feel alive.
I

I

I

all

I

it

relationships

incentive to keep trying, to get past
the slow poison of a mask.

I

the others there were seeking to learn.
said it in an atmosphere that
knew was free and safe. Most of all
said

for

I

I

I

I

I

it.
It showed me how important it is to
communicate, for without communication, good communication, people don't really get what they need

talking about

I

most:
each other. That's the biggest thing
learned
about being late. You can come in late, even twenty
years old, even seventy probably, and learn to talk. It
may be hard to listen at first, and it'll definitely be hard
I

to get calm, but in spite of that, you can still talk. No
matter how bad things get, they can get better. If we'll
That's

just talk.

what

I

learned by being

late.

I

I

scared.

occassionally

girls

be the same reason

protect themselves from getting hurt.

I

SPOKE FIRST.

I

I

conflict and ambivalence.

may

think that in a lot of cases, the reason guys call girls
wenches is because they want to believe they are. If a
girl .is just a wench, then nothing she can do can reflect

I

Finally,

vides a

some

the reason

Charging part of Market's plan

We were

first

I

I

I

deeply concentrating on what was being said.

way they

talked and listened

it

was

clear

By the

how important

BYBILLREID

in

I

I

SEWANEE

in

past years.

students will be a lot

misplace their student charge cards considering that the University Market is now accepting them.
Jerry Cronover, owner and manager of the market,
less likely to

due to pleadings from broke students and
Mr. Cronover, according to Marcia Clarkson, Director of

YET NOW,

University

Services,

the administration decided to re-

were no longer accepted, the amount of business was de-

the situation. Each week the University pays Cronover for the amount of charges and takes the respons-

creasing signifigantly.

ibility

stated

that since last semester

One of

my

mind, so much so
that
wrote it down while they were talking, was the
question. Why do guys call girls wenches. That whole
had been thinking about
day, during class and rat lab
my vulnerability and my masks my reasons for calling a

The one thing that stuck

the store, they resolved not to handle the charge ac-

counts, as they had done

THIS SEMESTER

when

the charge cards

the reasons that Cronover decided to discon-

semester was that he could
not afford to wait the 40-45 day period for the charge
tinue the charge service

fall

balances to be paid to him.

most immediately

The money was needed

to purchase stock each

al-

week. Because

the University administration was no longer operating

lieve

of collecting the

Cronover

is

some type of
but also

money from

seriously

deli

later operating

hours

the late night study breaks.

back on
ions.

this

idea

the students.

considering not only adding

or fast food section to the market,

is

welcome

in

He

order to accomodate

added that feedany other suggest-

also

as are
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Thomas Burroughs,

Sewanee were unique

Years at
MY CLASS OF
Sewanee was

1972 witnessed

When we

the Mountain.

still

{every Tuesday,

all

arrived in

a lot of changes on
September of 1968,

male, required Chapel

noon

and

service,

'72

existed

still

at least half of the

and freshmen still seriously (at least for
the first few months) were expected to stay off the grass
in the main quadrangle. By the time my class graduated

Sunday

service),

1972

in

as the

last class

with only transfer

women,

the

female component of the college had reached a significant size, there had been elected the first woman officer
of the Order of
a

woman,

Gownsmen,

and, generally,

The Purple was
been successfully

the editor of

women had

integrated into the fabric of

life.

These changes did not occur without friction. This
was, indeed, probably exacerbated by the fact that it
was also a period of political turmoil involved with the

movement for student power on campus. The coat and tie
rule was probably the most debated issue. As you may
or may not be aware, the rule prior to 1972 was worded
Gentlemen were exin essentially a negative manner.
protest against the Vietnam war and the general

He was one of the

350 members, over a third of the student
body, even with freshmen not included. The great merit
gownsmen in those days was that it exempted
you from the Chapel requirement and also excused
you from one class a month as O.G. meetings were
held on a rotational system in the normal morning
tained about

that has yet been

of being a

a

We

was the only sophomore member.

I

increase

radical

a

recom-

the grade requirements

in

O.G. membership which would
cutting the O.G. in size by half. These
were adopted by the O.G. and took
semester of I969-I970 with a mass

have resulted

for

One

great difference

has been the effect of the moving of the coffee shop
from the Thompson Union to the present location
of the Bishop's Common. The Thompson Union coffee
shop was really the center of the campus. A person
sitting near those huge windows would likely in the
course of the morning, see just about everyone on the
Mountain.
It
really made the main quadrangle the
meeting place for the campus and kept the Chapel

This caused a re-thinking by the O.G.
place and functions and resulted in the creation
committee (standards and privileges) of

mended

graduation, three of these were for Trustees'

the Sewanee of twelve years ago.

special

which

my

I

freshman year the new

of I969.
its

of

and gentlemen

Meetings (I978-1980), and occasionally for homecoming

I

of

greatest intellects

pleasure to meet.

really don't believe that these short visits
weekends.
justify any attempt to compare Sewanee today with

delegate assembly was premulgated and the first delegate
was a member) was elected in the
assembly (of which
fall

my

have been back to the Mountain five or six times

since

student government creating the

the

of

constitution

my

During

classroom hours.

I

in

recommendations

literally, as well as figuratively,

the center of attention.

"

When

rule.

do return to the Mountain,
enjoy it, spend
most of my time with my friends, but it is not, however,
how remember "being at Sewanee" and think that,
at least for me, one of the greatest things about Sewanee
was the calm and the quiet of all of the days other
than party weekends and such. It was a rare day, even
in my senior year, in which
was very busy, in which
did not have time for a long walk on the golf course,
or in Abbo's Alley or to Proctor's Hall Road. There was
just no rush, and one had all the time in the world to
read whatever one wanted to read or play bridge until
any given hour in the morning or just sit and talk. It
suddenly occurs to me that in my four years at Sewanee
do not ever remember watching a football game on
television.
was obviously always otherwise occupied.

The eventual common
would be expected to be worn in classes and at meals
really merely codified what had been the general prac-

NOTED ABOVE, there are hundreds of other
things that rush into my mind that should be mentioned,

pected to wear coat and
gaging

tie at all

when enpresumably when one

times except

athletic activities (and

in

was sleeping or bathing, although that was not explicitly
allowed in the rule). There was a strong and vocal movebelieve
ment to do away with the rule in its entirety.

my

opinion that the

gown was

effect the second

degowning.

It

is

worn

rather generally

by O.G. members, never by some, always by a few,
As
was an officer of the O.G.
for twenty six months, and did wear mine regularly,
may not have an accurate recollection on this score,
quite often by most.

I

believe that

I

do.

adherence to

10%

20%

or

this position

more than

never represented

my

of the student body, but by
tie rule

alumni
corner

senior year,

were regularly

coming within one or two votes of the majority of the
delegate assembly. The officers of both the O.G. and
D.A. adamantly supported the continuation of the

i

I

I

I

I

votes to "abolish" the coat and

I

I

I

but

I

I

I

I

sense decision that the coat and

tie

tice

all

AS

The author
as a freshman

along.

I

from the production of

Sewanee was a tremendous thing. Within one year the number and quality
of applicants seeking admission (both male and female)
significantly increased. There were a few revanchists a-

mong
make

to

the senior and junior class
the

first classes

ard ploy was,

in

of

who

did their best to

women unwelcome

response to a request by a

(one stand-

woman

that

the mashed potatoes be passed to her, same

would be

passed by hand rather than

A

member

in

the bowl).

certain

on the Mountain, so for his own sake,
will protect his anonymity)
was asked his opinion of the difference between teaching
a class of men and a class of women after the first one or
two years of the female presence on the Mountain. He
responded that when he walked into a class and said,
"Good morning," the men would say, "Good Morning."
However, when he walked into a class of women and
said, "Good morning," they wrote it down. All in all,
of the English faculty

(who

is still

I

however,

as

I

indicated above, the addition of

to Sewanee changed for the better
pect of

life

on campus,

which to attend the owl

flick

was one of mild

toxication although there was always a bona fide

contingent which came directly from the library.
object of the owl flick was to engage
repartee with the characters

in

it fell

what were

witnessed

also

food

last great

A

riots at Gailor.

requires a sufficiency of

riot

mean food)

I

truly

ammunition

I970, to the infamous Folger affair, a nasty little
piece of vigilante justice, which occurred shortly before
in

my graduation.
Thomas Lay Burroughs

on the table at easy
critical mass of willing bel-

available

reach at one time and a

The advent of the cafeteria style service
has probably removed both of these considerations.
The greatest of such exchanges to my memory was
one evening when the Gailor chefs made the fatal
misjudgement to serve liver on a Friday night.
It is difficult to describe the effect that my Sewanee

72

Class of

ligerents.

education has had on me.
firm
in

believer in the

retrospect that

I

It

certainly

made me

a

liberal arts eduction, and
wish
had taken the opportunity to have

I

an attorney from the city of St. Louis.

is

SPIRITS and ground leave hiking comand trails muddy by the swollen creeks, with
views through the leaf-less trees.

THAWED

fortable

THE UNIVERSITY POOL remains open for learnMonday-Friday 12:10-1:30 and Wednesday
and Sundays 7:00-9:00 p.m.
ing boating

I

taken
I

Burroughs

I

done some course work in the Classics Department,
and to have taken more history and English courses
than
did (of course,
would not want to have not
ail

guess

the political science courses that

would have

I

SEWANEE

The

loud and raucous

on the screen.

my sophomore

Such ex;

year

North

when

victim to a rising standard of anti— prurience.

IS

(and that

people

those

just

I

took, so

needed more years).

NOT

generally well

includes

Louis)

St.

who do know about

with some awe.
I

I

known

but

it

I

made

always view

it

I

there and

who

will,

know, remain

I

my

lower
owerlan
land

FLORAL AND GIFT NEEDS
SERVING THE MOUNTAIN DAILY
Phone 967-7602

Cowan, Tennessee

close

friends forever.

was only when

It

reached law school and through
my peers, that discovered how unique
was our opportunity at Sewanee to have a
I

discussions with

and

rare

close

I

relationship

with the members of the faculty.

certainly don't believe that

was unique and know
had very close relationships with a half dozen
faculty members, most of whom, in fact, were professors
never had for a course (there may be a reason
for something there).
will be forever affected by
I

that

I

I

I

I

I

my
IN MY FRESHMAN YEAR, the gown was at a
wide franchise. My recollection it that the O.G. con-

~jr

in the

find that

Selfishly, when
think of Sewanee,
think of the handful of very, very close friends that

in-

wimp

changes were to be (a) witty and (b) obscene. Occasionally, they were successful.
The owl flick lasted only a

few weeks into the opening of

food

(oops,

was concerned.

I

The coming of women did doom a few old Sewanee
institutions.
The owl flick was one of the most notorious examples.
The owl flick was a movie of certainly no more than "C" grade (preferably even lower)
which was shown in the Thompson Union Theater at
10:30 on every Friday night. The preferred condition
in

probably the
great

Sewanee

at

nearly every as-

in

at least as far as

women

years

tremendous (i.e., libelThe Purple, which we created

a really

ous) April Fool's issue of

THE ADVENT OF WOMEN

My

studying under and gettting to know Arthur Butler
Dugan during my junior and senior years which were

as well his last

two years

as a

member

of the faculty.
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Brooks breaks

bathroom trend
scores in To Be

WHEN THE PREVIEWS
first

appeared,

I

said,

"Oh

for

TO BE OR NOTTO BE
comes Mel Brooks's

no, here

HISTORY OF THE WORLD PART

quel to his stupid

promised at the end of that movie). When TO BE
OR NOT TO BE hit the screens, was pleasantly surprised to learn A. Mel only produced and acted in it, instead of directed and wrote it; B. that it was a remake of
a 1942 film; and C. that it was good.
as

I

Teddy
words

(Andy Hayes far left) has more than
in store for Lyle (Jerry Ingles) and the
of "When you Comiri' Back, Red Ryder?
which premiers Friday and Saturday (Feb. 24,

rest

25) at Guerry Auditorium.

Performances begin

and are free to Sewanee students, faculand staff. General admission is $3.
-photo by John Ellis

at 8:00,
ty

The story involves a troupe of bad actors who are
asked to become involved in an espionage operation in
Nazi-occupied Warsaw. Mel Brooks and his wife, Anne
Bancroft, star as the leaders of the thespion organization
entertaining cinematic event.

in this

DIRECTORY LISTS SUMMER JOBS

Jul\*h+-

Cape
Cod, Massachusetts and the
seaside

resort

Sec

areas of

THE ORIGINAL 1942

movie

(also entitled

TO BE

OR NOT TO

March 7

BARNSTABLE, Mass.— The

remake.

- Loi>MG-£-

starred

BE) is followed pretty closely by the 1 983
Directed by Ernest Lubitsch, the '42 original
jack Benny and Carole Lombard, in her last

screen appearance.

"Lubitsch was contrasting the egoand generosity of show people with the boor-

off-shore islands of Nantucket

centricity

and Martha's Vineyard are experiencing a growing problem
in finding enough college wor-

ishness of their oppressors, representatives of a politics
that monstrously parodied their values in the swollen
street theater that was the public face of Nazism." So

kers to adequately service a
rapidly expanding tourist industry.

This

there.

summer Cape Cod and

fttee,

the Islands will be offering over

55,000 good paying jobs to

fees to employers or employ-

lege

Because
fill

residents,

is

it

jobs

these

impossible to
with
local

whom make

most of

up the year 'round work force,
it
is necessary to draw from
other

geographic

areas
satisfy this seasonal need.

to

Bureau gathers all pertinent
on available summer employment and publishes this in-

facts

in

a

concise

An

Job

is

now fami-

the local employer,

is

in-

Go

see

TO BE OR NOT TO BE

Cotton Clothing from India
seconds and close-outs

This year the Job Directory
has a section devoted to seasonal housing which lists addresses of people who lease
rooms, efficiencies, cottages,
apartments, and group rentals.

A

It's refreshing to see
Mel
of bathroom humor and get back

KITCHEN UTENSILS

job.

the

by February

summary

each year.
Names and addresses of individual
seasonal
employers
are listed in
separate job
categories from bartenders to
yacht crews.
The Job Bureau is a service
agency, and therefore charges

basics.

NEEDLEWORK - CANDLES

cluded with
the
Directory
along with important tips on
how to land a good summer

Directory which is available to
college students and teachers
1st

his trend

easy-to-use job applica-

tion form, which
liar to

Brooks

even for $3.50, but have your date pay for itself. Go
ahead and swing for both of the tickets on Dollar Night.

Housing Information Included

Jobs for Students and Teachers
The Cape Cod Summer Job

formation

THE BOTTOM LINE:
Brooks break
to the

col-

students and teachers.
Many of these jobs require little or no prior experience.

~ THEATRE,
* &M.

useful reference

area

map

included as
of educational

is

of

is

a

Bedspreads

$20.00

Blouses

$12.00

HANDMADE POTTERY-STAINED GLASS

and cultural classes in the arts.
For a copy of the 1984 Direc-

BASKETS-TOYS

Postage & handling) to: Cape
Cod Summer Job Bureau, Box

02630.

university ave.
(Across

tory send $3 {includes 1st Class

MA

$12.00

Dresses

op-

portunities for college credit,

594, Barnstable,

'

;

.

University of the South

From Bank)

SEAL GRAPH FOR CROSS-STICH

Open Monday Through Saturday

phone 598-0334

1 1

-5

p.m.

{6.50 shippeuj
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The Sewanee Purple
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pilots

with two-part philosophy
Despite recent

slump. Tigers

have shown
success on floor
BY BEN HARRIS
r, success on
For Bobby Dwyer, Sewanee's rooK
"Interdepenis a blend of two ingre dients:
dence and rebounding," he says, "I tell our players to
encourage their teammates, and 3 lean on them when
things aren't going well. We havi excellent rapport on
several close wins."
the court, which has helped us
Okay, that's interdependence-- how about rebounding?

the floor

1

t

i

have one the top rebounding percentages in the
country at any level, Division 1,2 or 3." (A team's re-

"We

bounding percentage is determined by the number of rebounds it gets minus its opponents' rebounds.) Dw^er
feels that "good rebounding depends on so many things.
We have to play good defense and force our opponents
if they make everything you're not
many rebounds- and then we have to be

ro miss their shots-

going to get too

good position, and block our opponents off the boards. Offensively, if we take good shots
season slump and go after the offensive boards, the other team isn't
going to get many rebounds." To prove the importance
has plagued the Tigers
"We've
of late, as they have of rebounding, Dwyer points to the stat sheet.
outrebounded our opponents in 12 of our 13 wins, and
dropped to a 12-13
lost only once, to Centre in overtime- when we outremark at press time.
bounded the other team."
Here Chip Headrick
mentally

A

late

sticks back an offen-

rebound

sive

stantial
ter

alert, get

in a

the

sas seeing

DWYER KNOWS WHAT

sub-

win over Shor-

when

squad

somewhat

better days in Juhan

gymnasium.

TEST YOURSELF. Can you manage your time productively? Work 2-4
hrs/wk consistently? Are you success-oriented? Self-motivated?
Marketing position available on campus. 1-800-243-6679.

he

is

talking about:

an im-

pressive history lends credence to. his every word.

played

his college basketball in the

He

premiere conference

America- the ACC. In his final season as a Wake Forest Demon Deacon, he was captain of the squad. Dwyer
spent 5 years at West Point and 3 years at Duke under
the impressive young Mike Krzyzewski, who is building
in

dynasty in Durham. On his own now, Coach Dwyer is
aiming to elevate the Sewanee program to one of the top
a

Division 3 outfits in the land.

Strong play from several players has helped Sewanee
reach this impressive late season mark. 6'4" junior For-

ward Jim Startz has been particularly impressive inside,
along with 6'7" Sophomore Forward Steve Kretsch and
6'8" Freshman Center Rob Scott. Improved inside work
from Senior Chip Headrick, a 6'5" Forward, has been a

Valley Liquors

bonus

big

in

the latter part of the year.

meter, Senior Mark Peeler and

and

Ellis

On

the peri-

Sophomores Jim Folds
steady play and good

Simmons have provided

leadership.

OUR PRICES ARE GOING DOWN!

SUCH FINE PLAY

is

welcomed by Coach Dwyer,

es-

on the road aSouthwestern, Covenant, Oglethorpe, Principia,
Fisk, and Millsaps. Any road stretch is tough, but one

pecially as the Tigers close out the season

gainst

ALL

750

ML AND LARGER

SIZES

ARE BEING REDUCED

10%.

like

AN ADDITIONAL 2% DISCOUNT ON UQUOR BY THE CASE
HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF OUR NEW PRICES:
7-CROWN

750

ml

BEAM

S7.19

JIM

$3.56

BOLLA WINES 750 ml

750 ml.

this

spirit

is

brutal,

and Dwyer hopes that the cohesive

the squad has displayed thus far does not disap-

"We have had leadership
from everybody, not just one or two players" he says,
which is fortunate, because the final part of the season
looms as the Tigers' biggest challenge in the '83-'84
pear in these final outings.

S6.47

Sewanee fans have to be confident, however,

ANDRECHAMPAGNE 750ml

$4.32

man

in the coach's chair

from a challenge. The game
is

REBEL YELL 750 ml

$8.61

GILBETSGIN

11.

$8.03

be-

does not back down
Davidson (a 78-66 loss)
evidence, for the Wildcats have been into overtime

cause the

with Notre

Dame

this season.

at

Dwyer and the

Tigers did

not shrink from that challenge, and they won't shrink
from the one facing them now.

February 24, 1984

Faculty leads

A

The Sewanee Purple

League

According to our highly unofficial standings
A-LEAGUE

B-LEAGUE

1.

FACULTY

2.

ISKRA

(9-2)

3.

ATO

(9-3)

4.KA
5.PDT

(9-4)

l.ATO
3.KA
4.CP

(8-6)

4.

(4-7)
(4-7)

6.PDT
7.PGD

6.

DTD

6.PGD
8.INDY
9.SAE
O.SN

(14-1)

10 P.M.

MONTEAGLE
SPECIAL KEG PRICES

CALL AHEAD FOR ORDER
AND PARTY ORDERS

.

JERRY'S

MARKET
AND DELI

ISKRA

FACULTY
THEOLOGS

(4-8)

8.

(2-9)

9.SN

(1-11)

Left, Rusty Bedsole can't quite snare a rebound
from Walker Sanders in the Academy gym. It
didn't matter in the long run, as Iskra handily
defeated the Phi's in the last meeting of the
two teams.

OPEN TILL

1.

10.

LCA

(10-0)
(10-0)

(10-2)

(74)
(74)
(64)
(7-5)
(6-6)
(5-6)

(3-7)

ll.DKE

(3-8)

12.INDY
13.BTP

(3-9)
(2-8)

14.

SAE

(2-10)

15.

DTD

(0-11)

20
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"Head for the beer that supports
our Olympic teams. Busch?
-Billy Kidd
1964 Olympic Silver Medalist

Look

for this special

display wherever you

buy Busch* Beer.

Skiing down mountains is the
exciting part of the Olympics.
The tough part is the uphill part:
the preparation. Because preparing
for the Olympics takes lots of time.

And money.
That's
that

why I'm proud to say

Busch® Beer is an

official

sponsor of our Olympic teams.
Busch's support makes the uphill part
of the Olympics a whole lot easier.
So next time you want a beer,

head for this special Busch display.

And pick up the beer that's supporting our team.

/»^St*V

Head for the Mountains. BUSCH.

